The next
small thing
in scanning

The ultra-compact, space-saving
ce-saving
FUJITSU Image Scannerr fi-800R

See the big things
small can do for you.
Great for onboarding and
public-facing applications

Refine your customer experience
with the Fujitsu fi-800R.

Airlines
Banks & Credit Unions
DMV Branches
Government Offices
Gyms & Health Clubs
Hotels & Lodging
Kiosks
Medical Clinics
Pharmacies
Rental Car Services
Security Agencies

The front desk is where all the action happens. It’s often a crowded, busy
place where space is at a premium. And you don’t want to waste space with
a large scanner for documents, plus another one for IDs and passports.
Or worse, keep customers waiting while you walk to the back office to use
the copier.
Improve your workflow, customer experience, and usable space with one
simple solution: the fi-800R. It’s half the size of a typical workgroup scanner.
It can scan most IDs, passports, and business documents at the speed of a
workgroup scanner. And your employees speed through onboarding faster
and better than ever.

The right scanner
for tight spaces.
Free up some room.
It’s incredibly small. About half the size of the
average workgroup scanner, in fact, even while
in use. A novel dual-path feeding mechanism
eliminates the paper exit tray, meaning the fi-800R
is able to fit into the tightest spaces without needing
a lot of operating clearance. If you have a separate
passport scanner, you can eliminate it.

Designed for how the
front office really works.
Return Scan captures hard
cards and thick passports
without a carrier sheet

Mixed batches are no
problem, even when
they’re not carefully
prepped

Just one scanner handles
all the documents.
Give it everything you’ve got. U-turn Scan captures
both sides of customer onboarding forms, invoices,
and small mixed batches at up to 40 pages per
minute (80 images per minute). Return Scan takes
ID cards and passports in the front slot and returns
them there when done.

Front-end employees are typically scanning many
very small batches and cards throughout the day,
not large batches of similar documents. That’s why
the fi-800R switches seamlessly from U-turn Scan
to Return Scan based on where documents are
inserted. It’s easy to continually scan items from
either input.

The leader in document handling.

U-turn Scan saves space
by returning scanned
paper to the input tray

Scan passports, IDs, and
more with one scanner
designed to handle it all,
quickly and efficiently

With its ability to handle paper from the thinnest
receipts to the thickest passports, you’ll only need
one scanner up front to do all your onboarding and
general office scanning. No carrier sheet required.

Big features in
a small package.
Thoughtful design saves space.

With innovative Automatic Stacking Control, the stacker
automatically extends when U-turn Scan starts, then retracts
when scanning is complete.

Engineered for reality.

Automatic Skew Correction detects unorganized documents
that have been roughly set and straightens each document
before scanning, so that papers are fed neatly. This functionality
minimizes errors like paper jams or images with missing edges
that may occur due to being skewed.

Stops multi-feeds and jams.

Active Separation adjusts the optimal pressure applied to
scanned documents, according to paper thickness and condition.
This ensures stable paper feeding with precise paper separation
and prevents multi-feed errors and skewed documents.

Smart facial recognition.

The Front Side Detection recognizes faces on ID cards
or passports. Even if documents are scanned face down,
PaperStream IP automatically rearranges images so that
scanned pages are organized in the correct order.

Get data directly from the MRZ.

Information contained in the Machine Readable Zone of a
passport, like number, name and nationality, can be extracted
by PaperStream Capture to efficiently manage
customer information.
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Ready to go small?
Talk to your Fujitsu reseller or call our
US-based sales team at 888.425.8228.

Fujitsu Computer Products of America, Inc.
1250 East Arques Avenue, Sunnyvale CA 94085

888.425.8228 Sales
800.626.4686 Technical Support
fcpasales@us.fujitsu.com
Learn more at us.fujitsu.com/fcpa
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